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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 

1.1. Cabinet will present their revenue budget and council tax proposals to 
Budget Council on 21st February 2018. A balanced budget will be set in 
accordance with the Local Government Finance Act 1992. 
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1.2. This report sets out the budget proposals for the services covered by this 
Policy and Accountability Committee (PAC). An update is also provided on 
any changes in fees and charges.    
 

1.3. Government resource assumptions, that are used to calculate LBHF’s 
Government grant, model the council increasing council tax by 6% in 
2018/19. However, in line with the administration’s policy of lowering the 
cost of the council to residents, this increase has not been proposed. 
Instead, the budget proposes to freeze council tax for the year.  

 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

2.1. That the Policy and Accountability Committee (PAC) considers the budget 
proposals and makes recommendations to Cabinet as appropriate. 
 

2.2. That the PAC considers the proposed changes to fees and charges and 
makes recommendations as appropriate.  
 

3. THE BUDGET GAP 
 

3.1. The 2018/19 budget gap, before savings, is £14.6m, rising to £55.1m by 
2021/22. The budget is based on several key assumptions regarding 
resources and expenditure. 
 
Table 1: Budget Gap Before Savings    

 

  2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

  £’m £’m £’m £’m 

Base Budget 155.0 155.0 155.0 155.0 

Add:         

- Inflation (includes pay) 5.2 10.6 15.8 21.1 

- headroom 0.0 6.0 12.0 18.0 

- Growth 6.8 7.2 7.2 6.9 

Budgeted Expenditure 167.0 178.8 190.0 201.0 

Less:         

- Government Resources -10.1 -28.5 -25.4 -23.5 

- LBHF Resources -139.0 -115.3 -117.2 -119.1 

- Use of Developer 
Contributions 

-3.3 -3.3 -3.3 -3.3 

Budgeted Resources -152.4 -147.1 -145.9 -145.9 

          

Cumulative Budget Gap 
Before Savings 

14.6 31.7 44.1 55.1 

          

Risks 19.3 25.0 28.3 31.2 



Budget Assumptions 
 

3.2. A continued reduction in the general grant receivable by Hammersmith and 
Fulham from Central Government. Grant funding1 has been cut in each 
year since 2010/11. The total reduction since April 2010 to March 2018 has 
been £70m. In addition, there will be a further reduction in 2018/19 of 
£8.6m and further £5.2m cut is forecast by 2021/22.    
 

3.3. A Council Tax freeze is modelled with no use of the adult social care 
precept. Authorities can opt to levy a maximum adult social care precept of 
3% in 2018/19 and up to 6% by 2019/20. A 3% precept would raise £1.7m 
for LBHF. Central Government grant assumptions are based on LBHF 
raising council tax and the precept by a combined 6% per year to 2019/20. 
The administration, however, has a commitment to reduce the cost of the 
council to residents and will not be increasing tax.  

 
3.4. Business rates are modelled to increase with inflation with allowance 

made for an extra £2.2m from the opening of the Westfield extension in 
March 2018.  
 

3.5. London Local Government has been working to take forward a 100% 
business rates retention pilot for London from April 2018.  

 
3.6 The pilot will pool business rates across the 33 London Boroughs and Greater 

London Authority (GLA).   
 

3.7 Under such an arrangement London will keep 100% of any growth in business 
rates, though business rates valuations and levels would still be set by 
Government. Indicative modelling has suggested this may benefit Hammersmith 
and Fulham by £2.6m. In addition, £110m would be generated for a London wide 
investment pot. 

 
3.8 At present Hammersmith and Fulham retains 30% of the business rates it collects 

with the balance paid to the Government and GLA. Under the proposed pilot the 
share retained by Hammersmith and Fulham would increase to 67% with the 
balance going to the GLA. The Council would not initially benefit from the 
increased share as there would be compensating reductions (through grant cuts 
and payment of a tariff to Government). These adjustments are shown in Table 2. 
The benefit to Hammersmith and Fulham would be receiving a share of London’s 
future business rates growth. 

 
 
 
  

                                            
1
 After allowance for changes in funding between grant and business rates. 



Table 2 – Changes to Funding Streams from the Business Rates Pilot 
 

  No-Pilot With Pilot 

Business Rates Baseline 77.9 157.8 

Tariff payable to the Government -18.8 -74.8 

Funding Baseline 59.1 83 

Revenue Support Grant 23.9 0 

Total LBHF Funding 83 83 

 
3.9 Table 2 sets out the sums assumed by the Government in the 2018 Local 

Government Finance Settlement. The current LBHF forecast, which will be 
updated in January, for business rates income is £80.4m.  Under the pilot 
scheme there is a guarantee that no authority will be worse off than under the 
present scheme.    

 
3.10 The 100% business rates retention pool:  

 Is a pilot and may not continue after 2018/19. 

 Uses modelling based on an aggregation of high level estimates. 

 Will not confirm final income until October 2019 in relation to 2018/19 
 

3.11 Greater clarity, after each Borough updates their 2018/19 business rates 
forecast, on the potential benefits from the pilot 100% business rates 
retention pool will be available in mid-February.  No benefit is allowed for 
within the current LBHF resource forecast. Once confirmed the sum 
receivable will be added to Reserves.  

 
3.12 Property developments have placed increased pressure on council 

services in recent years. 
 

3.13 Section 106 agreements containing planning obligations are entered 
between developers and the Council as the Local Planning 
Authority.  Legislation controls the use of such obligations, including 
regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure Regulations 2010 which 
requires planning obligations to be: 

 Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 

 Directly related to the development; and 

 Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. 
 

3.14 The Council has entered into a significant number of s106 agreements.  Whilst 
S106 funds can only lawfully be applied in accordance with the terms of each 
specific agreement, as approved by the Planning Applications Committee, some 
approved funds are identified generally as being for expenditure on as yet 
unspecified “Social and Physical Infrastructure” or “Environmental Improvements” 
(although the agreements identify the types of projects/items the funds can be 
used for). 

 
3.15 Provided the Council respects the obligation to maintain a reasonable 

relationship with the developments and complies with the specific terms of 
each of the s106 agreements giving rise to the funds, the Council has a 



degree of flexibility and discretion as to how it spends some of these 
funds.  The council has analysed all its s106 agreements that may give a 
financial benefit to determine which should be relied upon for budgeting 
purposes and which have flexibility in how they may be applied.  As is usual 
in these circumstances many areas of Council activity that have faced 
increased demand following new developments offer a good fit with the 
purposes of some of the uncommitted s106 funds which can therefore be 
lawfully used to finance such activities.   

 
3.16 The Council currently has section 106 receipts of £50.1m in hand with agreements 

in place for the receipt of future financial obligations of £201m.  £72.4m of the 
future obligations are assessed as highly likely to be received by the close of 
2021/22. The total amount of flexible funding in-hand, or highly likely to be 
received, is estimated to be a minimum of £72m by the close of 2021/22. 

 
3.17 The 2018/19 budget assumes that £3.3m (an additional £0.7m compared to 

previous years) of expenditure will be funded from section 106 resources with 
such funding on-going over the MTFS period. In addition, contributions of £1.7m 
per annum are assumed towards the provision of policing. 
 

3.18 Inflation. A pay award of 2% per annum is modelled compared to 1% in 
2017/18. Inflation has also been provided, on a case by case basis, to 
meet external contractual requirements. Inflationary pressures have 
increased in the wider economy with the August Retail Price Index showing 
an increase of 3.9% compared to 1.8% last year.  For 2018/19, the sum 
provided for overall inflation is £5.2m (£1.8m pay and £3.4m non-pay) 
compared to £2.9m in 2017/18. 

 
4 GROWTH, SAVINGS AND RISKS 
 

4.1 The growth and savings proposals for the services covered by this PAC 
are set out in Appendix 1 with budget risks set out in Appendix 2 

 
Growth 

 
4.2 Budget growth is summarised by Service Area in Table 3.  
 

Table 3: 2018/19 Growth Proposals 
  

Department £m 

Adult Social Care 1.3 

Childrens Services 1.8 

Environmental Services 0.6 

Corporate Services 0.3 

Regeneration, Planning & Housing Services 1.4 

Centally Managed Budgets 1.4 

Total Growth 6.8 

 
 



 Savings 
 

4.3 The Council faces a continuing financial challenge due to overall Central 
Government funding cuts, unfunded burdens, inflation, and growth 
pressures. The budget gap will increase in each of the next three years if 
no action is taken to reduce expenditure, generate more income through 
commercial revenue or continue to grow the number of businesses in the 
borough. 
 

4.4 To close the budget gap for 2018/19 savings (including additional income) 
of £15.4m are proposed.  

 
  Table 4: 2018/19 Savings and Additional Income 
 

Service Area £’m 

Adult Social Care (2.9) 

Children’s Services (2.1) 

Environmental Services (1.9) 

Library Services (0.1) 

Corporate Services (2.7) 

Public Health (2.0) 

Regeneration, Planning & Housing Services (0.2) 

Commercial and Cross-Cutting (3.5) 

Savings (15.4) 

 
 4.6 The Council will receive Public Health Grant of £21.8m in 2018/19. The 

savings of £2m in existing services will enable investment in Council 
services that deliver public health outcomes.  

  
 
4.7 The saving proposals are categorised by savings area in Table 5. 

 
  Table 5: Categorisation of Savings and Additional Income 
 

 2017/18  
£’m 

2018/19 
£’m 

Business Intelligence (0.6) (0.4) 

Budget reduced in line with spend (0.3) (0.2) 

Commercialisation  (2.9) (3.4) 

Estate Rationalisation 0 (0.1) 

Income (0.3) (0.5) 

Outside investment secured  (0.2) (0.1) 

Prevention (0.6) (1.6) 

Procurement / Commissioning (5.0) (5.1) 

Service reconfiguration (2.7) (3.1) 

Staffing / Productivity (2.2) (0.9) 

Total All Savings (15.0) (15.4) 

 



 Budget Risk and Reserves 
 

4.8 The Council’s budget requirement for 2018/19 is £152.4m. Within a budget 
of this magnitude there are inevitably areas of risk and uncertainty 
particularly within the current challenging financial environment. The key 
financial risks that face the Council have been identified and quantified. 
They total £19.5m. Financial risks of £20.6m were identified when the 
2017/18 Budget was set. 

 
4.9 The level of balances and reserves are examined each year in light of the 

risks facing the Authority in the medium term. The latest position is set out 
in Table 6. 

 
4.10 The Council has used reserves to fund investment in transformation and 

efficiency and other significant one-off costs pressures. Examples in 
2016/17 included investments in ICT, Invest to Save schemes such as 
LED street-lighting and mitigating the impact of the Managed Services 
project. 

 
4.11 The 2018/19 base budget includes planned contributions of £0.75m to the 

Efficiency Projects Reserve and £0.8m to the IT Enablers Reserve. In 
addition, the proposed savings for 2018/19 (£15.4m) currently exceed the 
budget gap (£14.8m). This will enable a further contribution to Reserves of 
£0.6m.  The sum due from the London 100% Business Rates retention 
pilot (estimated at £2.6m) will also be put to Reserves. In total, the 
estimated contribution to Reserves for 2018/19 is £4.75m. Uses of 
Reserves in 2018/19 will include taking forward the Integrated Family 
Support Service, taking forward new arrangements for the outsourced 
managed services programme and funding the Landlord Incentive scheme 
to support the provision of temporary accommodation. 
 

Table 6 – General Fund Balances and Earmarked Reserves 
 

 31/03/14 
actual 

31/03/15 
actual 

31/0316 
actual 

31/03/17 
actual 

31/03/18 
forecast 

 £’m £’m £’m £’m £’m 

General Balances 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0 

Earmarked 
Reserves 

81.6 89.5 90.0 82.7 75.0 

 100.6 108.5 109.0 101.7 94.0 

 
 

5 FEES AND CHARGES 
 

5.8 The budget strategy assumes: 

 Adult Social Care, Children’s Services, Parking, Libraries and Housing 

charges frozen 

 A standard uplift of 3.9% based on the August Retail Price index for other 

charges 



 Case by case review for commercial services that are charged on a for-
profit basis. These will be varied up and down in response to market 
conditions, with relevant Member approval.  

5.2 A list of the currently proposed exceptions to the standard 3.9% increase for this 
PAC, is set out in Appendix 3. 

6 2018/19 COUNCIL TAX LEVELS 
 

6.8 The administration proposes to freeze the Hammersmith and Fulham’s 
element of 2018/19 Council Tax at £727.81. This will provide a balanced 
budget whilst recognising the burden on local taxpayers. 
 

6.9 The Mayor of London’s draft budget is currently out for consultation and is 
due to be presented to the London Assembly on 25th January 2018, with 
final confirmation of precepts on 22nd of February. 
 

6.10 As part of the Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement the 
government announced that authorities can charge a 3% adult social care 
precept. The Council does not wish to apply this tax to residents, so it does 
not form part of the 2018/19 budget proposals. 
 

6.11 Following last year’s council tax freeze, the current Band D Council Tax 
charge of £1,007.83 (LBHF element £727.81 and GLA £280.02) is the 3rd 
lowest in England. In cash terms, the Band D charge for the Hammersmith 
and Fulham element is at its lowest since it was £706.83 in 1999/2000. 

 
7 Comments of the Lead Director for Regeneration, Planning and 

Housing Services 
 

7.1 The Regeneration, Planning & Housing Services department provides services 
funded by both the Housing Revenue Account and by the General Fund. This 
report only considers those services provided from General Fund budgets and 
excludes Planning budgets which are considered within a separate report to the 
Community Safety, Residents’ and Environment Services Policy & Accountability 
Committee.  

Housing Revenue Account Budgets 

7.2 A separate report on the Financial Plan for Council Homes that set out the 
2018/19 Housing Revenue Account budget is also included in this agenda. The 
2018/19 Housing Revenue Account budget report includes the impact of the third 
year of a 1% decrease in rents for Council Homes. It also covers the Council’s 
£20m Fire Safety Plus Programme to make fire safety improvements to the 
Council’s housing stock that are above and beyond current legal minimum 
standards.  

7.3 The Financial Plan for Council Homes report, including the 2018/19 Housing 
Revenue Account budget, is scheduled to go before Cabinet on 5th February 
2018.  



  



General Fund Budgets  

7.4 Resources have been focused on:  
 

 the significant challenge of delivering and enhancing front-line services in the 
face of increasing demand within the budget envelope available, 

 

 enabling the Housing Solutions service to respond to the major changes brought 
about by the Government’s programme of Welfare Reform, including the 
Homelessness Reduction Act, 

 

 establishing a long-term model for delivering the best value for money temporary 
accommodation which effectively prevents and relieves homelessness whilst 
protecting the Council’s financial position. 

 
Growth  

 
7.5 A combination of factors including the changes brought about by the 

Government’s programme of Welfare Reform and rental increases in the private 
rented sector have caused temporary accommodation numbers across London 
over the past 4 years to increase by 25%. The Council have achieved a lower 
rate of increase - from April 2014 to April 2017 numbers in temporary 
accommodation have increased by 11% - through a focus on homelessness 
prevention as well as keeping a tight grip on homelessness 
acceptances. However, the forecast average number of clients in temporary 
accommodation for 2017/18 is 1,073. This compares with the budgeted figure of 
916. Growth of £0.400m is requested to correct the 2017/18 base budget for the 
increase in client numbers.  

 
7.6 It was expected that changes to the temporary accommodation procurement 

strategy would deliver a reduction in the Council’s overall budget on temporary 
accommodation in 2017/18 of £0.956m. Despite exploring multiple schemes and 
initiatives with different housing providers from the voluntary and commercial 
sector, unfavourable market conditions have meant that growth of £0.956m is 
required. 

 
Savings Proposals 

 
7.7 Regeneration, Planning & Housing Services plan to deliver a savings target of 

(£0.135m)2 primarily from the Economic Development, Learning & Skills division: 
 

 Repurposing of One Place (£60k) - realigning the One Place team with the 
new Industrial Strategy to deliver work and skills outreach in the community, 
linking people directly with jobs and training opportunities. There is no 
reduction in resource as the funding will be drawn from Section 106 and 
Payment by Results income sources. 
 

                                            
2
 The other £0.018m being in Planning and therefore reported in the Community Safety, Environment 

& Residents services Policy and Accountability Committee report. 



 Additional income from commercial units (£28k) - improved commercial 
portfolio management leading to an increase in income. 
 

 New courses in Adult Learning & Skills (£20k) – this will be achieved by 
expanding the range of courses as part of the Council’s adult learning offer. 
 

 Standard uplift of Adult Learning fees in line with August retail price 
Index (£27k) -  This will be achieved by applying the standard August retail 
price index uplift to the fees. 

 
Risks: Housing Solutions 

 
7.8 The main risks affecting Housing & Regeneration relate to managing the impact 

of the Government’s programme of Welfare Reform: 
 

 the loss of suitable tenancies in the private sector, arising from welfare reform 
measures some of which some are already fully in place, leading to a risk of 
increased homelessness and the greater use of expensive temporary 
accommodation such as Bed & Breakfast (B&B);  

 changes in the temporary accommodation subsidy system, leading to the loss 
of existing Council-managed temporary accommodation and increased B&B 
usage;  

 reduced viability for temporary accommodation currently managed by Housing 
Associations, leading to loss of income for the Associations and potential 
knock-on effects for the authority in the need to provide alternative temporary 
accommodation; 

 loss of tenancies in the private sector or direct loss of income in Council-
managed temporary accommodation arising from the direct payment of 
benefits to claimants under Universal Credit and, again, with the potential risk 
of increased homelessness and the use of B&B; 

 inflationary pressures on costs due to increased demand for B&B and other 
forms of temporary accommodation across London; 

 loss of income for the Council due to the removal of the temporary 
accommodation management fee from housing benefit subsidy entitlement 
from April 2017; 

 increase in staffing and procurement costs due to the implementation of the 
Homeless Reduction Bill which places additional duties on the Council to 
prevent homelessness; 

 loss of Council homes due to the Government’s high value void sales policy. 
Although the detailed regulations have not been published, the Council is 
expected to have to pay the sale proceeds over to central Government. Even 
though Government announcements have talked about replacing lost homes 
the inevitable time lag while they are developed is likely to lead to a loss of 
permanent accommodation and put pressure on Temporary Accommodation 
(TA) demand. 

 
7.9 The potential financial impact can be summarised into the following main areas 

for Housing Solutions: 
 



Direct Lettings Incentive Payments 
 

7.10 To procure accommodation below market rents, the Council must incentivise 
landlords to encourage them to let properties to homeless households.  The 
funding of these incentives in previous years has been enabled by Cabinet 
approval of underspend carry forward requests. It is unlikely that there will be an 
underspend in future years. The minimum annual cost of £0.6m will be funded 
from the Temporary Accommodation earmarked reserve. The implementation of 
the Homeless Reduction Act will place a duty on Councils to provide TA to a 
previously ineligible client group.  This will place additional financial pressure on 
the incentive provision. The current incentive amounts are lower than some of 
the other London boroughs.  As a result, landlords are requesting higher 
incentives and if not agreed, properties are being made available to higher 
paying authorities. 
 
Overall Benefit Cap 

7.11 It is anticipated that the risk relating to the Overall Benefit Cap will be up to £0.3m 
from 2018/19 onwards because of the Government’s reduction of the Overall 
Benefit Cap on 7th November 2016 from a maximum of £26,000 per annum to 
£23,000 per annum for single parents and couples with children. 

Universal Credit and Bad Debts 
 

7.12 The Government’s programme of Welfare Reform is expected to have a 
significant impact on the Council’s ability to collect rental income and may result 
in increased bad debt charges to the General Fund. The bad debt charge may 
increase next year because all new benefit claims are subject to Universal Credit 
(since November 2016) and it is anticipated that from 2019 the Government will 
begin migrating all remaining existing benefit claimants to Universal Credit.  
 

7.13 This means that there is a risk that the budgeted bad debt provision will not cover 
the full year potential effect on the collection rate in 2018/19 onwards. Based on 
a phased implementation which assumes that the proportion of the temporary 
accommodation client group subject to Universal Credit increases from 20% to 
50% during 2018/19, then to 75% in 2019/20 and to 100% in 2020/21, the 
predicted risk of an unbudgeted bad debt charge to the General Fund increases 
from £1.0m in 2018/19 to £1.6m in 2019/20 and £2.1m in 2020/21.  

7.14 The financial impact of the increase in the number of clients subject to Universal 
Credit will be in part dependent on the efficacy of DWP in providing accurate and 
timely electronic information to Housing Solutions. 
 
Increase in client volumes and homelessness acceptances 

 
7.15 Recent years have seen increases in client numbers in temporary 

accommodation and this trend is expected to continue. After taking account of 
the mitigating impact of homelessness prevention activities, it is expected that 
numbers in Private Sector Leased (PSL) and Bed & Breakfast (B&B) 
accommodation will increase in future years. The forecast total number of clients 



in temporary accommodation for future years is expected to reach 1,419 (March 
18), 1,501 (March 19) and 1,582 (March 20). This means there is a risk of further 
net costs of £0.4m in 19/20 and £0.8m in 20/21. 
 

7.16 There is also a risk that homelessness acceptances will increase in future years 
above this level due to current and emerging Government policy. On the 
assumption that the number of new homelessness acceptances increases by 100 
per annum on an ongoing basis, the net cost will increase by £0.7m in 2018/19, 
£1.4m in 2019/20 and £2.3m in 2020/21. 

7.17 This risk does not consider the impact on client volumes arising from the 
Homelessness Reduction Act (see section 7.20). The changes have already 
been introduced by local authorities in Wales and this has led to a 50% increase 
in families presenting as homeless while Southwark have experienced a 30% 
increase.  

 
Loss of Temporary Accommodation (TA) management fee on housing 
benefit subsidy 

7.18 Although Government have provided some compensation for the loss of the TA 
management fee through the Flexible Homelessness Support Grant for 2017/18 
and 2018/19, no further funding has yet been confirmed for subsequent years. 
There is therefore a risk of a potential loss of income for the General Fund due to 
the removal of the temporary accommodation management fee from housing 
benefit subsidy entitlement from April 2019. This is estimated to potentially cost 
the Council £1.9m in 2019/20, £2.0m in 2020/21 and £2.1m in 2021/22. 

Increases in temporary accommodation procurement costs 

7.19 There is a risk of inflationary pressures on costs because of increased demand 
for temporary accommodation across London. The risk is based on an additional 
1.5% increase in costs over and above the inflation already budgeted for in 
2018/19 and a further 1.5% increase for each year following. This results in a risk 
of a further £0.3m in 2018/19, £0.5m in 2019/20 and £0.8m in 2020/21. 

Keeping families out of Bed & Breakfast accommodation 

7.20 The Council has successfully managed to protect families from being temporarily 
housed in B&B accommodation for longer than six weeks since October 2015. 
The increasing demand pressures arising from the Government’s programme of 
Welfare Reform mean that there is a risk that the Council may face increasing 
costs housing families estimated at £0.3m in 2018/19, £0.5m in 2019/20 and 
£0.7m in 2020/21.  

Homelessness Reduction Bill – potential increase in costs 

7.21 This is anticipated to result in the need to place additional households in 
temporary accommodation. The risk register shows the extra costs if we have an 
extra 70 homelessness acceptances each year; £0.5m in 2018/19, £1.1m in 
2019/20 and £1.7m in 2020/21. However, the numbers may significantly exceed 



this and the risk may be as high as £3m a year. While we will receive £0.6m over 
a three-year period from Government this is unlikely to cover the additional costs. 

High value void sales policy 

7.22 Government has yet to confirm the details of the policy and have recently 
announced that no payment will be expect for 2018/19. However, if forced sales 
from 2019/20 onwards meant that the Council’s capacity to find accommodation 
was reduced by 10 family homes per annum, it would expose the General Fund 
to a cost increase of £0.106m in 2019/20, rising to £0.213m in 2020/21.  

7.23 This represents a total overall exposure for risks for the housing solutions 
element of the service of £2.9m in 2018/19 (rising to £8.4m in 2019/20).  

7.24 The level of earmarked reserves for Temporary Accommodation is expected to 
be £2.9m on 1st April 2018. The temporary accommodation reserve will need to 
be utilised in 2018/19 to fund Direct Lettings incentives (£0.6m) and there is a 
risk of a further potential call on the temporary accommodation reserve in 
2018/19 to support the day to day base budget. 

Homelessness prevention and risk mitigation 

7.25 The following activities that will help mitigate these risks are planned: 

 The Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 encourages individuals to identify 
themselves to the Council at the prevention stage. A new project will ensure 
legal compliance under the new legislation by April 2018 and will also 
ensure a greater emphasis on preventing and relieving homelessness. This 
project aims to meet the increase in demand using current resources and 
Government funding alone. 

 In light of the current budget pressures for 17/18 and 18/19, a review of 
temporary accommodation provision is being undertaken to ensure that the 
best possible value for money is being achieved from available resources. 
This will include looking at opportunities to invest in a private rented sector 
portfolio and looking at changing the mix of the current temporary 
accommodation portfolio away from short term monthly to look for longer 
term ways to mitigate the cost pressures. 

 The Social Lettings Agency is intended to increase the supply of TA directly 
let accommodation and private rented accommodation, with the potential for 
revenue generation from providing management services, which can be 
used to subsidise other activity. The mobilisation stage included soft market 
testing of our SLA products and visiting other boroughs who have 
successful running SLAs. A Landlord forum has been held to launch the 
SLA with a service plan in place to deliver for March 2018.  

 Using of buybacks in the Earl’s Court regeneration area for use as 
Temporary Accommodation.  



 Increasing the supply of social and affordable housing is crucial to the 
success of any strategic approach to managing the Temporary 
Accommodation process.  Low turnover in social housing (in common with 
all of London) has slowed the Temporary Accommodation move on process 
and resulted in more households remaining in Temporary Accommodation 
for longer periods – compounding the need for additional Temporary 
Accommodation units. The Council plans to increase affordable housing, 
reducing pressure on temporary accommodation budgets by providing 
permanent lower cost homes through direct delivery, partnership with 
housing associations and working with developers through the planning 
process. 

Risks: Economic Development and Adult Learning 

7.26 The Economic Development service is responsible for the delivery of key 
elements of the Council’s Economic Growth priorities. The service is dependent 
upon securing Section 106 funding. A paper has been submitted for approval by 
Cabinet. The risk should funding not be approved is £0.75m for each year from 
2018/19 onwards. 

7.27 Economic Development service provision is also contingent on an extension of 
the New Homes Bonus grant funding contract from the Greater London Authority 
to December 2019. There is a risk that without securing funding of £0.64m, it will 
not be possible to deliver core activities and key employment generation 
initiatives. 

7.28 In recent years, the Adult Learning & Skills service has been subject to annual 
reductions in grant funding. It has been possible to fund the shortfall through the 
use of earmarked reserves. However, there is a risk for 2018/19 onwards of 
£0.46m, which could result in the exhaustion of the reserve and a revenue 
overspend. Following drawdown for 2017/18, the reserve is expected to stand at 
£0.17m at the beginning of 2018/19, leaving a residual risk of £0. 29m.The ESFA 
grant allocation is expected to remain the same as this year at £2.7m, however, 
there is a risk of further reductions.  

7.29 The Adult Education Budget (AEB) is due to be devolved to the London Mayor in 
2019-20 to distribute the AEB budget more equitably to sub-regions across 
London. Currently, the Council’s Adult Learning & Skills service is the second 
highest recipient of the ESFA grant at £2.7m, As the Council has a smaller 
population and less deprived wards than most of the other west London 
boroughs, there is a risk that the Council will receive less of the AEB allocation 
following the proposed devolution in 2019-20. 

 

Risks: Regeneration 

7.30 There are several affordable housing and regeneration projects in the pipeline 
that are currently not budgeted for and pose a financial risk to the General Fund. 
These include a number of affordable housing related feasibility studies on 
General Fund land where there is a risk of abortive costs should schemes not be 



progressed. The annual risk is estimated as £0.1m for 2018/19 and for future 
years.  

8.  Comments of the Director of Libraries and Archives on the Budget 
Proposals 

Libraries 
 

8.1 The Council is committed to keeping its four libraries open for long hours and 
supporting the community-run libraries. Front-line services have been made 
more sustainable by improving efficiency, creating sustainable revenue streams, 
working in partnership with other services and increasing community 
involvement.   

 
8.2 The target savings of £382,000 for libraries in 2017/18 to reduce the budget to 

£2,678,000, was challenging, with a significant sum to be generated in new 
income. The latest forecast for the service for 2017/18 is an overspend of 
£56,000. Revenue generating projects that have been implemented include 
coffee sales, Amazon lockers and Photo booths.  These small scale initiatives 
have made a contribution but were not expected to meet the full income target, 
and will be enhanced in the coming months by larger scale projects that have 
required a longer lead-in time, including marketing Fulham Library as a venue for 
weddings, introducing a café operator in Fulham Library, and renting under-
utilised space in libraries to other organisations, including H&F Law Centre at 
Hammersmith library, as well as a social enterprise which provides low cost co-
working spaces for start-up businesses at Fulham library.  

 
8.3 We are supporting our library staff to take a leading role in developing 

commercial income streams and the service has been selected to take part in 
Prosper, a programme funded by Arts Council England, to build commercial 
skills in arts organisations. All staff were invited to a workshop session with a 
business mentor to learn about finding new ideas and inspiration.  

 
Libraries Growth  

 
8.4 No growth has been requested for 2018/19 

 
Libraries Savings 

 
8.5   Savings for Libraries amount to £100,000 for 2018/19. 

 
8.6 To achieve the savings required in 2018/19, we propose to introduce new 

technology in libraries which will enable us to continue to have our libraries open 
for longer hours while reducing running costs. The technology (called “smart 
open”) can enable safe and secure libraries whilst requiring fewer staff to be 
present at some times of the day. We would emphasise that this is not aimed at 
reducing library opening hours—indeed there is an ambition to increase opening 
hours—or making staff redundant, and any savings would be achieved through 
natural turnover of staff. We would also engage widely with staff and library 
users to ensure that any changes reflect the needs of our users and are 



supported by fully trained staff. To allow for full engagement and consultation, 
we are planning that the new technology will not be introduced until the autumn 
of 2018 at the earliest. Smart Open technology is already in use in a number of 
London boroughs and other library services, and we are learning from their 
experience in planning any changes.  

 
Libraries Fees and Charges 

 
8.7 We do not propose any changes to the fees and charges in council-run Libraries, 

except for the charges for hire of halls and spaces. 
 
8.8 Library fees are traditionally set on a cost recovery basis to support the service 

financially.  

 

8.9 They are mainly made up of charges for hire on DVDs and CDs and overdue 

charges for items (including books). The income from these charges is in long 

term decline as customers switch to downloads and other digital formats, and an 

increase would be counter-productive, and likely to lead to lower use and even 

less income. We will need to find alternative and new sources of income to 

replace the income as customers switch to digital formats.  

 

 A summary of the changing profile of book fines and reserve fees can be seen 

below and is a reflection of the decline in the traditional sources of income: 

  

 2015/16 

£’m 

2016/17 

£’m 

2017/18 (Forecast) 

£’m 

Fines/Reserve Fees 0.091 0.077 0.051 

 

 

8.10 We will look at charges for hiring library spaces separately, in conjunction with 

our commercial colleagues, to ensure we are recovering the cost of these spaces 

fully. This will include charging competitive commercial rates and continuing to 

provide lower cost hire for voluntary and community organisations based in the 

borough.  

 

9. Comments of the Director of Libraries and Archives on the Budget 

Proposals 

Arts 
 

9.1 Whilst there are no ongoing net revenue costs for the Arts service, an Arts 
Officer post is again included in the budget for 2018/19. This post will deliver the 
Arts Strategy, aimed at making Hammersmith and Fulham a destination for Arts 



and Culture. For 2018/19 and 2019/20 this is to be fully funded from confirmed 
external funding and so is provided at no additional cost to the Council. Beyond 
that, it is expected that this post will be self-funded through new external 
contributions and sponsorship. The wider Cultural service (including Events, 
Filming and Lettings) is targeting efficiencies of £27k from 2018/19. These are 
predominantly concerned with reducing the contractual costs of major events in 
the borough. These will be reported to the Community Safety, Environment and 
Residents Services PAC.  

 
 

10.    Equality Implications 
 

10.1. A draft Equality Impact Analysis (EIA), which assesses the impacts on 
equality of the main items in the budget proposals relevant to this PAC, is 
attached as Appendix 4. A final EIA will be reported to Budget Council. 
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